Big Complete Guide—
Everything the Beginner or Intermediate Needs!

Now you can make your own hats—create them just the way you want them—each a “French Room” creation at little expense.

For here are complete instructions and patterns for any hat you want to make—and so easy to follow you can’t possibly go wrong. Dutch Bonnets, Calots, Sailors, Jockey and Half hats, Curvettes and unusual Head Bands, Pill Box and Snood Hats...this beautifully illustrated book takes apart and simplifies every step you need to know to make these and many more.

Here too are complete Crochet instructions for seven Hats; how to crochet head bands, edgings and hat pins plus patterns for expensive-looking Felt and Material Pouch and Collar Box Bags and a Crochet Over The Shoulder Bag.

And still more!...dozens of exciting trimming ideas, quick changes to rejuvenate, retrim and remake last year's favorite hat. Professional rules for putting on veilings, flowers and feathers. How to make a hat out of flowers and veilings alone.

This book may be kept for

FOURTEEN DAYS
from last date stamped below. A fine of TWO CENTS will be charged for each day the book is kept over time.

| Date | Chart
|------|------|
| Oct 7, 1932 | Chart A
| Oct 15, 1932 | Chart B
| Oct 25, 1932 | Chart C
| Nov 15, 1932 | Chart D
| Nov 25, 1932 | Chart E
| Dec 5, 1932 | Chart F

A complete remake chart, including examples and step by step instructions for re-using trims, “sizing” straws, reblocking and cleaning felts and straw, remaking covered frames and pressing veils and maline. Instructions for making and covering frames, brims, and hard to find foundations. The importance of hat and hair lines, how to develop a style, how to use professional millinery equipment.

Yes! If you can sew you can easily make the most intricate hat...if you can merely pin, then right away you can make a smart cocktail hat.